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Now you can watch your preferred DVD movie on most popular portable devices like
BlackBerry, iPod, iPhone, PSP and Cell phone-3GP  by possessing CloneDVD for Mobile.
CloneDVD for Mobile could help you quickly and easily convert your DVD movie collections
into MP4, 3GP formats with extraordinary video and audio quality will be reserved even after
numerous conversions.

Additional features such as adjusting output video size, selecting conversion modes, picking a
movie segment or subtitle selection are available. Besides, this powerful but easy-to-use
CloneDVD for Mobile is priced very reasonably.

Key Features

Specifying output video size freely

Three adjustable converting modes are available: Entire Disc, Main Movie, and
Customize. Different converting modes will generate different target video sizes..
Entire Disc: completely convert all the Special Features, Intros, Menus, Subtitles &
Languages to your mobile device without any omission.
Main Movie: intelligently converter the main movie titles by removing all unnecessary
intros, menus, languages and sound tracks automatically.
Customize: personalize target movie file, just favorite title/chapter/subtitle/audio
remained; and customize target movie file size to fit to your portable device memory.

Converting without Any Protection

You can converter CSS (Content Scrambling System) encrypted movie with CSS-free
feature.
Remove Sony ARccOS protection, convert ARccOS protected DVDs smoothly.
Supports all-region discs, remove region protection (Region-free), remove RPC-I/RPC-
II/RCE region protection automatically during converting.
Without warning screen and watermark, converting DVD to mobile devices of high
quality.

Extraordinary Video & Audio Quality

The built-in conversion engine can automatically extract audio channels from the
original movie DVDs.
The DVD-video quality could be reversed by the smart conversion engine.

Easy-to-use but Fast

The whole conversion process could be finished in a couple of minutes.
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User-friendly interface without any complicated setting.
One-click solution to complete the process of converting DVD movie to mobile device
viewable formats for a newbie.
For experienced users, the advanced setting enables you to customize your preferred
output type.
Multiple language interfaces are available which allows you to select your desired
language interface. No language problem anymore.

DVD Info Preview

DVD Title / Chapter Preview: help you select the contents you need correctly and
discard the unneeded.
With the smart calculator, the original DVD movie size and quality are real-timely
displayed.
Preview the original DVD movie smoothly with the built-in player.

Most Generations of Portable Device supported

Specially designed for most popular portable devices, allow more and more friends
from all over the world to enjoy a better life.
We will keep updating on software, once the new generations or version of the
portable devices is released.

Other Advantages

Free patches and minor upgrade
Free technical support
14-day free trial

System Requirements

CPU     Intel CPU with 350 MHz and MMX, or AMD CPU with 450 MHz and 3Dnow! or
higher
Memory     64MB RAM or more
Operation System     Microsoft Windows 98/98SE/ME, Windows NT/2000/2003,
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7
Devices     All DVD-ROM drives, All DVD writer drives
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